BN Diamane-like Quasicrystal Based on 30° Twisted H-BN Bilayers and Its Approximants: Features of the Atomic Structure and Electronic Properties
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Abstract: The dodecagonal graphene quasicrystal (GQC) based on a 30° twisted bigraphene has been well investigated. Recently, the sp^3-hybridized carbon analog, the diamane quasicrystal as a H(F) functionalized GQC was proposed. Here we present a study of a similar sp^3-hybridized boron nitride 3-fold symmetry piezoelectric quasicrystal (BNnQC) based on a 30° twisted hexagonal BN bilayer (BNQC). The analysis of the atomic and electronic structures of its approximants based on 29.4° and 27.8° twisted h-BN bilayers has been carried by using of the density functional theory (DFT). The calculated values of the energy gaps ∼5 eV classify this predicted boron nitride material as a new wide-gap 2D quasicrystal.
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1. Introduction

Since the discovery of quasicrystals based on rapidly solidified Al86Mn14 alloys [1] there has been a wide variety of not only 3D, but also 2D quasicrystals [2]. Various structures of long-range aperiodic order 2D materials have been obtained and are currently being studied, including graphene quasicrystal (GQC) formed from 30° twisted bigraphene [3,4]. Wide-gap super-hard QC [5] formed by functionalized GQC and belonging to the Moiré diamond family has recently been proposed and investigated for energy stability. These proposed films, as well as their predecessors, 2D diamond-like sp^3-hybridized carbon materials, called diamanes [5–7], are functionalized untwisted layers of graphene with interlayer covalent bonds, with a bandgap of E_g ∼3 eV, and unique mechanical properties. Only in 2020 were details on the successful synthesis of fluorinated [8] and hydrogenated diamanes [9] published. Earlier attempts led to the formation of another diamane-like material: diamandoids [10], one-side OH− or H passivated few graphene layers and diamondenes transformed from bigraphenes to 2D diamond films by pressure and temperature treatment [11–13]. Moiré diamanes based on twisted bigraphene were also studied as the next variety of diamanes. They can have a wide range of energy gaps [14] and thermal conductivity [15], which depends on the twisted angle and numbers of adsorbed atoms.

Today, hexagonal boron nitride (h-BN) monolayers are widely researched and implemented in practical applications [16]. Having non-conductive electrical properties, h-BN monolayers are a good platform for collecting other 2D materials, tubes or fullerenes. It is shown [17] that vertical heterostructures of graphene and boron nitride with rotation angles of 10.9° and 25.3° are stable compounds of a Moiré type. Recently diamond-like structures based on bilayers of hexagonal nitrides [18,19] have been theoretically studied too. The obtained infrared and Raman spectra will facilitate the experimental detection of...
bornitranes with a rotation angle of 21.8° [19]. Herein, we consider features of a similar structure formed by H-absorption on 30° twisted h-BN bilayers, as an example of long-range aperiodic order 2D sp³-boronnitridane quasicrystal (BNnQC). A structural analysis in accordance with the electronic properties for large-scale BN quasicrystal approximants is presented. We consider also the structure of a boron-nitridene quasicrystal (BNenQC), which can be formed from 30° twisted h-BN bilayers under high pressures and temperatures similar to the well-known diamondene. These quasicrystals with 3-fold symmetry must be piezoelectric.

The introduction of “twisted” planar materials into 2D electronics, including various piezo, photo, opto, and nonlinear functioning devices is very promising [20], and the production of sufficiently wide layers is quite consistent with the capabilities of modern nanotechnologies [21]. Therefore, the study of new QC's of the diamane-like type, intended to aid in the advancement of the above fields, is also promising. As follows from the review [20], the preparation of the layers with controlled growth and high-quality and scalable synthesis is now not difficult, especially with the development of CVD technologies, methods, and devices for creating rotated layers with an accuracy of 0.1°.

2. Computational Methodology

The construction and visualization of the structural and volumetric data were carried out using the free VESTA (ver. 3.5.8) software [22]. We computed and compared the following 2D structures: h-BN (B2N2), BNn27.8 (B26N26H30), BNn29.4 (B194N194H174), BNenQC disk (B348, N348), and BNnQC disk (B348, N348, H396). The numbers in front of the letters indicate the number of corresponding atoms in a unit cell or cluster. To study the structural and electronic properties of the considered approximants of BNnQC, we used ab initio simulations, based on the density functional theory (DFT) as implemented in the licensed QuantumATK code (ver. 2021.06) [23]. The generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange and correlation potential expressed by the Perdew–Burke–Ernzerhof (PBE) functional and the projector augmented wave potential (PAW) are used in our calculations [24]. All calculations were carried out using periodic boundary conditions. The all structures are optimized, while the Hellman–Feynman force convergence exceeded 10⁻² eV/Å. To neglect the influence of the boundary conditions in the z-direction perpendicular to the sheet, we take the value of the cell parameter along z equal to 15 Å. The van der Waals interaction was taken into account using the DFT-D2 method of Grimme [25]. The use of these approaches has previously made it possible to predict entire families of 2D materials [26].

3. Results and Discussion

3.1. Atomic Structure of 2D Diamane-like BN Quasicrystal

The appearance of Moiré bilayer structures with a suitable (in particular, hexagonal) cell requires fine tuning of the angle of rotation between the two layers. The Moiré patterns underlying the known Moiré bilayer structures occur at a rotation angle close to 30°. Such angles lead to structures that are described by elementary cells with sizes that are quite accessible for analysis by modern quantum chemistry software [23]. Usually, 2D quasicrystals based on two twisted 30° hexagonal layers are described in frame of the Stampfli scheme [2–5,27]. This scheme is the perfect 2D one atomic 12-fold symmetry quasicrystal lattice without thickness, as a mosaic of squares and triangles with identical scales. We consider for a twisted 30° hexagonal bimodal BN layer structure the same mosaic scheme of squares (s-tiles) and triangles (t-tiles), as shown in Figure 1a, taking into account the two main atomic elements of h-BN and 3D geometry of its real thickness (Figure 1b). This 3-fold symmetry quasicrystal structure differs from the 6-fold symmetry of the DnQC [15], with new atomic structural “color” tile mosaics on the plane (Figures 1 and 2) because of the distinguishable atomic placement in the sp³-hybridized atomic structure. So, H (or F, OH) absorption can be realized on two sides of the 30° twisted h-BN layers turning them into a diamane-like quasicrystal.
3.2. The Building Blocks of the 2D Structure Assembled with the Reconstructed Stampfli Tiling

We consider the ideal picture of the possible filling of the two BNQC surfaces with adsorbents of those B and N atoms that are at the smallest distance from the atoms of the neighboring layer (Figure 1c). The preferred sites for the adsorption of atoms by nearby B and N atoms in neighboring layers are “bond crosses”, following the description of the
picture of optimal H absorption during the formation of similar Moiré diamanes [14,28]. The greater vibration freedom of these B-N and B’-N’ pairs along the h-BN bilayer normal facilitates the simultaneous adsorption of H atom pairs by them and the formation of complexes (H-B-N-H and H’-B’-N’-H’) in “cross” places, see the upper row and square inset in Figure 2a.

So, the obtained 3-fold symmetry quasicrystal structure has to describe the frame of the new reconstructed Stampfli scheme (RS) with “color” tiles taking into account their atomic structure and lowering the symmetry of the BNnQC itself to 3-fold symmetry (Figures 1 and 2). Because of this, compared to the tiling in a DQC mosaic [15], we have to increase the number of square and triangle elements in the plane Stampfli scheme up to six (see below row in Figure 2). To simplify the description of the mosaic, we consider the front and back sides of the triangle “(e)” or “(f)” to be equally shaded, since in the atomic structure of the BNnQC the main role is played by the meeting points of the tiles, where these tiles “enter” at the corners with the same atom pairs (see Figure 2e,f).

The RS tiling schemes for the BN quasicrystal built from equilateral triangles is shown in Figure 3. The self-similar form of the first next generation tiling inflation is also shown nearby as a self-similar filling of the translucent squares and triangles on a $2 + \sqrt{3}$ longer length scale.

![Figure 3. Retransformed Stampfli color scheme with scale parameter of $L_0$ for 2 types of s-tiles and 4 types of t-tiles. The right part is the 1st inflation of the RS scheme picture with translucent tiles with a size of $L_1 = (2 + \sqrt{3})L_0$ (the nodes are located in the center of the nodes in the main RS scheme).](image-url)

With a non-ideal pattern of adatom attachment (even with a change in the number of adsorbent atoms in the square and triangular RS tiles), in general, the adsorption sites around the rings at the RS lattice sites (meeting points of the square and triangle corners) will retain approximately the same order as is the case when considering the ideal structures of Moiré diamanes. The structures and properties of such a quasicrystal with defects mostly in the structures of the ideal triangles and squares, as shown in Figure 3, after real adhesion requires separate consideration. However, we believe that the pattern of filling such a TS lattice with “rings” at the meeting points of even partially defective triangle and square “tiles”, will basically have the same form as shown in Figure 1. Such a conclusion, of course, must be confirmed by electron diffraction patterns from actual synthesized BNnQC structures, as is always conducted in the same cases during the identification of quasicrystals [1–4,29].
3.3. BNn29.4 and BNn27.8 Approximants

As a rule [5], either periodic structures or large atomic clusters act as approximants of 2D quasicrystal. Usually, the diffraction pattern and properties of the 2D QC are estimated by constructing a diffraction pattern from an approximant; a periodic structure which is closest to the QC atomic structure [1–4]. Similarly, to the previously discussed DnQC, ab initio computations of its atomic and electronic structures were carried out by using the closest to 30° B-nitridanes, namely BNn29.4 and BNn27.8, as approximants with density of atoms per square and covalent bonds similar to BNnQC. Figure 4 shows that the unit cell of the BNn29.4 approximant containing all types of RS tiles of the quasicrystal BNnQC and the approximant BNn27.8 unit cell consists of two triangles corresponding to the views of the tiles t1 shown in Figure 2c,d, which is the same as in the center of the main RS color disk element in Figure 1b.

Figure 4. (a) Approximants of BNnQC: top and side views of the BNn29.4 atomic structure (H—white, B—green, N—blue, black unit cell with parameter L = 25.2 Å); (b) top view of BNn27.8 (black unit cell with parameter L = 9.19 Å); (c,d) electronic density of states (DOS) of these approximants. Violet lines mark Stampfli lattice disks.

The calculation of the formation energy $E_f$ of the considered approximants showed a small difference in its values (only 0.03 eV/(BN atoms)), similar difference $E_f$ energies for Moiré diamanes Dn29.4 and Dn27.8 [14], i.e., such energetically stable Moiré B-nitridane approximants indicate the stability of the BNn quasicrystal.

The bond lengths (Å) of the approximants are not the same and are within the limits: $d_{BH,NH} = 1.2–1.3, 1.02–1.05$ and $d_{BB,NN} = 1.4–1.7, 1.3–2.2, 1.6–2.3$. The calculated bond length values are in good agreement with the values obtained for the non-Moiré and Moiré bilayers of boron nitride [19]. From Figure 4c,d, it follows that B-nitrate BNn29.4 has a wide bandgap $E_g$ of 4.9 eV and B-nitrane BNn27.8 has a bandgap of 4.4 eV. Localized states are found at the bandgap boundaries of BNn29.4: one DOS peak is located below the continuous part of the valence band at $\delta v = 0.3$ eV, another peak is located in the upper continuous part of the conduction band at $\delta c = 0.3$ eV. There are similar local peaks in the DOS picture for BNn27.8. Accounting for these features leads to the estimate of the gaps at the boundary of the continuous zones of $\Delta = E_g + \delta v + \delta c$, which are equal to 5.4 eV for BNn29.4 and 5.1 eV for BNn27.8. These values are close to the energy gap of the 3D crystal cubic BN, but are different from the values typical for AB and AA' bornitranes [19]. This confirms our assumptions about the wide dielectric gap of BNnQC.
itself. The resonant nature of the electronic spectrum indicates its manifestations in the study of the optoelectronic properties of the considered quasicrystal.

The near $30^\circ$ twisted bilayer graphene was used as the basis for the Moiré diamane-like materials [14,15]. The Moiré atomic structure is more complicated than untwisted 2D structures and also contains a lot of non-equivalent atoms and interlayer bonds. This feature leads to an increase in the high bandgap and stiffness constants [15,16], and a reduction of thermal conductivity in comparison with the AB-diamane [18]. Similar properties should also appear for the BNnQC and its approximants, since their atomic structure also contains many non-equivalent atoms and interatomic bonds (see Figures 1c and 3a).

Unfortunately, commensurate Moiré approximants with angles closest to $30^\circ$ have larger calculated cell sizes and a higher number of atoms in them, which makes it difficult to calculate their optimal atomic structures and properties. However, the approximants with twisted angles at $29.4^\circ$ and $27.8^\circ$ are a good tool for such assessments, for estimation of the properties of the BNnQC. Similar calculations for the DnQC approximants [14] and 2D oxides QC [29], served to substantiate the features of the atomic and electronic structures of these quasicrystals.

Note that the unit cell in the BNn27.8 structure consists of two triangles [14] with a structure that almost coincides with the two triangles in the center of the main disk element RS scheme of the BNnQC (BNn30). Thus, the BNnQC mosaic can be considered to be composed in a rather complex way of triangle and square elements from the unit cells of the commensurate bilayer structures twisted at angles of $29.4^\circ$ and $27.8^\circ$ (see Figure 4). Such a quasi-amorphous structure should have a very ultralow thermal conductivity, as occurs in the Dn27.8 Moiré diamane [15].

It is natural to expect that passivation of the H, F or OH groups only on one side of the $30^\circ$ h-BN bilayer placed on a substrate will lead to the formation of 2D sp$^3$ boron-nitridene quasicrystal like Moiré diamanes [30].

### 3.4. Boron-Nitridene Quasicrystal

It is known that under high pressure and temperature, the structure of a graphene bilayer turns into a layer containing a sp$^3$-hybrid pair of atoms from neighboring layers [11–13]. Under the same impact the $30^\circ$ twisted hexagonal BN bilayer (BNQC), as well as its approximants, should be transformed into diamondene-like structures, where the “cross” pairs of atoms standing in the neighboring layers at the closest distance will remain in the sp$^2$-hybrid state, while the others will be transformed into covalently bonded pairs of sp$^3$ atoms. The latter can be called QC nitridones (BNonQC). The scheme of a color mosaic composed of triangular and square two-sided tiles of a different structure remains in the form of a transformed RS mosaic for all layers with a diatomic hexagonal lattice (even for a molecular QC with a twisted $30^\circ$ angle free from adsorbed H or F atoms).

As an example, we modeled similar 2D symbiotic sp$^2$-sp$^3$ structures, BNenQC and BNen27.8 (Figure 5a), named B-nitridenes by analogy with diamondenes [11]. We believe that at pressures in the same range used in experiments [11–13], not only for twisted bigraphenes but also twisted h-BN bilayers, transformation into such sp$^2$-sp$^3$ structures will occur. Obviously, BNonQC, like all untwisted and twisted diamonds, can only be obtained on a substrate. However, in this case, it will be more difficult to calculate its properties, which already depend on this substrate, than the properties of the DnQC (and even more so the BNnQC structures). This large layer of work requires a separate study with an enumeration of all the possible substrates.
more so the BNnQC structures). This large layer of work requires a separate study with an enumeration of all the possible substrates. Since the closest crystal to diamond in hardness is BN, it is logical to assume that the BNnQC will also be close in hardness to the 3D cubic BN. Resonant DOS for the considered B-nitride quasicrystals can lead to piezoelectric moduli that are much higher than those for lithium niobate.

The considered quasicrystalline structures will be of interest from the point of view of studies and applications of their high “sliding” properties due to the rough surface [33]. This can be especially pronounced if, instead of hydrogen, the adsorption of fluorine is used, which attaches to the surface of the bilayer more strongly than hydrogen.

Since the closest crystal to diamond in hardness is BN, it is logical to assume that the BNnQC will also be close in hardness to the 3D cubic BN. Resonant DOS for the considered BN structures should lead to resonant optical and optoelectronic effects, which will also find application in new nanodevices. We hope that the considered B-nitride quasicrystals (based on twisted 30° hexagonal two atomic unit cell AlN, GaN layers et al.) can be created using the same methods previously used in the modern twist technique for creating 30° bilayers and obtaining diamanes [8–13].
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